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 Bonnie Kelly & Teresa Walsh 
Silpada Designs Co-founders

As Co-founders of Silpada Designs, we take great 
pride in designing original works of art made of 
the � nest .925 Sterling Silver. If you ask us, Sterling 
Silver Jewelry has never looked so good! Best of 
all, when you invest in Silpada you can shop with 
con� dence knowing our products are perfectly 
handcra� ed and backed by a lifetime guarantee. 
We’ve picked our faves and stamped them with a 
kiss of approval, and we hope you will too! Silpada 
Jewelry—easy to wear, easy to love!

As we mark our 15th anniversary, much has changed over the years. 
Yet, one thing remains—our commitment to excellence. From the 
very start, Silpada’s mission has been to empower women in their 

personal quest for success and in their desire to look and feel their 
very best. Today we are proud to have o� ered more than 33,000 

women across the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom 
the opportunity to live the life of their dreams. Are you next?

Our Promise to You

You can feel con� dent shopping from our Silpada 
Catalog, knowing our jewelry is handcra� ed from 
the � nest .925 Sterling Silver and is backed by a 
lifetime guarantee. Great style, no worries. � at’s 
the Silpada Promise.

what’s inside

today is your day to feel

2     Silpada Jewelry—fun, fabulous and totally you.

Fabulous at classic collection page 8

bohemian collection

children’s collection

page 30

romance collection

men’s collection

page 66

contemporary collection

charm collection

page 94

page 118

page 119

page 120
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Elate Earrings  $59 
see page  110 

fabulous.today is your day to feel

“Empowering women to create 
the lives of their dreams has 
been the greatest joy of our 
Silpada journey.”

bonnie and teresa | silpada designs co-founders
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 TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SILPADA DESIGNS, VISIT SILPADA.COM. 

GIFT CERTIFICATE #: ISSUE DATE: 

WEBSITE:  
EMAIL:                

PHONE:

TO:

FROM:

AMOUNT:

TO REDEEM, CALL YOUR SILPADA REPRESENTATIVE:

Gift Certificate

a-l |  belle fleur stack rings  
  Playful. Stackable. Adorable. Wear one on 
each finger or stack together for an artsy look. 
Sterling Silver.  Some items also contain Cubic 
Zirconia or Pearl.

A  R2465  Flower Ring   $24  
B  R2467  Square Ring  $24  
C  R2466  Circle Ring  $24  
D  R2462  Rectangle Ring  $24 
E  R2463  Oval Ring  $24 
F  R2464  Teardrop Ring  $24 
G  R2744  Classic Ring  $19 
H  R2749  Blue Ring  $24 
I  R2748  Purple Ring  $24 
J  R2746  Pearl Ring  $24 
K  R2747  Green Ring  $24 
L  R2745  Rope Ring  $19 

All Rings sold in whole sizes 5-11.

the gift that keeps on

pretty.

giving.

get hands-down

MIX
MATCH

& Find even more reasons to 
talk with your hands. 
SEE PAGES 52-53.

4     No harm in adding a little charm. See pages 120-127!

Giving the gift of Silpada is easy with a Silpada Gift Certificate.*

GC25 | $25 Gift Certificate 
GC50 | $50 Gift Certificate
GC100 | $100 Gift Certificate

*Silpada Gift Certificates ship separately, are non-refundable, and cannot be redeemed at a Silpada Party.

TO:

FROM:

AMOUNT:
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real deal.our jewelry is the 

� ere’s a noticeable di� erence in our .925 
Sterling Silver Jewelry. Our designers 
collaborate with artisans around the world 
to develop exceptional products that are the 
standard by which all others are measured.

6     Live up to your style potential!
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a | moonglow earrings 
�e loveliest moon phase interpreted in 
hammered Sterling Silver.

W2251  2¼" length $74

h | still shining necklace 
Slightly weathered and completely fabulous. 
Sterling Silver.

N1984  18" length $136

d | caspian sea ring 
�e breathtaking deep aqua stone and intricate 
setting will cause a sensation each time this Ring 
is worn. Glass, Sterling Silver.

R2456  Whole sizes 5-11 $89

c | poseidon ring 
Take command of the rolling tide. Sterling Silver.

R2753  Whole sizes 5-11 $46

e | marquise earrings 
Twinkling, twirling elegance multiplied by two. 
Sterling Silver.

W2423  2¾" length $64

g | bubble up necklace 
Floating bubbles of Sterling Silver form 
one stylish Necklace.

N2148  38" length $199

b | 21-bangle salute 
Imagine this bundle of 21 Sterling Silver Bangles 
on your stylish wrist. Hello gorgeous.

B0640  2½" diameter $259

f | slimline oval earrings 
These sleek Sterling Silver teardrops emit a 
Zen-like serenity.

W2214  2¼" length $29
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Set the style standard with a look that’s 

simple yet totally chic. Silpada’s Classic 

Collection is all about proportion, harmony 

and high quality—making it the perfect � t 

for your re� ned taste. Layer on these luxe 

must-haves and see for yourself why classic 

women call these beauties their style staples. 

classic
collection
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“Silpada Parties are a fun 
time with friends! What’s 
cooler (and easier!) than 
eating, drinking and playing 
dress-up with jewelry?”

 e   |   sleek hoop earrings   
  You’ll love the “seamless” closure on these fabulous and flexible 
Hoops. Sterling Silver. 

 W2250    2"    diameter   $56 

 b   |  perfect pair earrings   
  Timeless teardrops will remain a classic for years to come. 
Sterling Silver. 

 W1645    ¾"    length   $19 

 a  |   perfect pair necklace  
 You plus this Necklace make the perfect pair. Sterling Silver. 

 N2716    16"    length   $29 

 d  |    contemporary credence pendant   
 Classic appeal with a modern � air. Pearl, Sterling Silver. (Necklace sold 
separately.) 

 S0971    1¾"    length   $49 

marilyn r. | silpada rep, arizona

10     No harm in adding a little charm. See pages 120-127.

c |  snake chain necklace 
 � is eight-sided Snake Chain is your everyday essential. Sterling Silver. 
(Pendant sold separately.) 

 N0868   18"   length   $64 
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h   |   just dropping in earrings   
 Lustrous drops add a dose of shimmer. Sterling 
Silver. 

 W0821    2½"    length   $39 

i  |   little black dress ring   
 � is Ring is the jewelry equivalent of the very 
versatile little black dress. Black Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 R2398   Whole sizes    5-11   $29 

g   |  hip to be square bangle   
 � is Bangle makes it hip to be square. Plus, the 
lightweight, wavy design feels fresh and fun. 
Sterling Silver. 

 B2278    2¾"    diameter   $134   (each)

f   |   crystal ball necklace   
 Compliments are in your future when you wear 
this fabulous Cubic Zirconia and Black Cord 
Necklace, which sits perfectly at your delicate 
collarbone. Sterling Silver. 

 N2332    16"    length   $29 
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12     Make every day a stylish one.
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a  |   confetti necklace   
 Shimmery discs say you’re here to party. 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2739   46"    length   $199 

b  |    ring around the rosy 
necklace   

 Leave it to little rings and Cubic Zirconia to li�  
a simple Sterling Silver Chain to greatness. 

 N2334    34"    length   $84 

c  |   smoky swirl ring   
 Straight out of a romance novel. Chalcedony, 
Sterling Silver. 

 R2045    Whole sizes    5-11   $79 

d  |   leaf sprig necklace   
 If Mother Nature had a signature Necklace, this 
would be it. Trust us—she won’t mind if you 
wear it, too. Crystal, Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 N2275   25"    length   $142 

e  |   cinema star earrings   
 If you love the look of solitaires, try this 
fabulous take on a classic. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 W2393    1"    length   $46 

MIX
MATCH

& Love long, layered Necklaces? 
We do too! Find more luscious 
layers on PAGES 24-25.
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a  |   gathered tassel necklace   
 Rich. Gorgeous. Classic. � at’s you (and this fabulous Necklace). 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2305   Adjusts   16"-18"    $329 

 b  |   full circle necklace   
  Give this Necklace a ring…or three! Sterling Silver. 

 N1329    17"    length   $94 

 c  |   back to basics earrings   
  Create some hoopla! Sterling Silver. 

 P1099    ¾"    diameter   $36 

“Silpada Jewelry is so easy to layer and 
looks great with everything from my 
favorite jeans to my little black dress.”

kristin p. | customer, washington

14     Silpada Reps are your go-to girls for fashion.
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 g  |  virtuosity necklace  
  Place your trust in this Necklace. Sterling Silver. Toggle Clasp. 

 N0557   17"    length   $139 

e |  happily stranded necklace  
 � is Necklace is your ticket to � ne Italian cra� smanship. 
Sterling Silver. (Pendant sold separately.) 

 N2734   16"   length   $124 

 f  |  changeling pendant   
 What a clever quick-change artist you are. Includes three 
interchangeable stone inserts: compressed stabilized Turquoise, 
White Howlite, and Black Chalcedony. Sterling Silver. (Necklace 
sold separately.) 

 S1957   1½"    length   $79 

 h  |  talk of the town bracelet   
  Everyone will take notice of this iconic Bracelet. It’s gorgeous 
with everything. Sterling Silver. 

 B1702    8¼"    length   $249 

 d  |  hammered hoop earrings   
 A modern variation on the classic favorite. Sterling Silver. 

 P1287   1¾"    diameter   $52 
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16      Items on model are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!
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 a  |  repose earrings  
 Distinct yet classic. Equally at ease with 
your delicate or earthy boho pieces. Pearl, 
Sterling Silver. 

 W2427   1½"   length   $44 

 b  |    pearl of a girl 
necklace   

 � is is de� nitely not your mother’s Pearl 
Necklace. Delightfully playful details dot the 
Chain. Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 N2197   36"    length   $179 

 c  |  snake chain necklace 
 � is eight-sided Snake Chain is your everyday 
essential. Sterling Silver. (Pendant sold 
separately.) 

 N0868   18"   length   $64 

d  |    button frame pearl 
pendant   

 Hung on our classic Snake Chain Necklace, 
this Pendant is equally at home paired with a 
cotton tee or silk shirt. Pearl, Sterling Silver. 
(Necklace sold separately.) 

 S1211    1"    length   $32 

 e  |    button frame pearl 
earrings   

  The cool square cut is a nice twist to 
the classic combination of Pearls and 
Sterling Silver. 

 W1394   ¾"    length   $36 

 f  |   mermaid ring   
  If she were to wear a Ring, this would be it. 
Coin Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 R1542    Whole sizes    5-11   $104 
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 c   |  guardian angel bracelet   
  Who knew angels had such good taste? This classic Sterling Silver 
Link Bracelet features a lovely Charm engraved with “Watch Over 
Me,” so you’re stylish and protected. 

 B1959    8¼"    length   $159 

 a   |  star of david necklace  
 A true symbol of your faith. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2717   16"    length   $39 
d |  silpada signature polishing cloth  

Join Silpada Designs and help Polish O�  Diabetes for good!
Together, we can help make a di� erence in the lives of type 1 diabetics. 
Silpada Designs, along with its independent Representatives, will donate 
$1 of the proceeds to JDRF from every Silpada Designs Polishing Cloth 
sold. For program details, visit silpadafoundation.org.

 CLOTH  10" x 8"  $5 

b   |   star of david earrings   
 � ese Earrings are simply graceful. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2768    1"    length   $29 

18     Like what you see? Get it for free by hosting a Party!
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i   |   sunday best earrings   
 These cross Earrings are little in size, large in 
impact. Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 W2765    1"    length   $26 

h   |   simplex cross ring   
 An elegantly understated way to express your 
devotion. Sterling Silver. 

 R2292   Whole sizes    5-11     $24 

f   |   simple blessings bracelet   
 A faithful cross for all to see. Cord, Sterling Silver. 
Adjustable Sliding Clasp. 

 B2439    8¾"    length   $18 

g  |   simplex cross necklace   
 This graceful cross lies in perfect alignment 
with the delicate chain. Sterling Silver. 

 N2291    16"    length   $29 

e   |   great impression necklace   
 Embody presence and purpose with this cross. 
Sterling Silver. 

 N1483    17"    length   $64 

j   |   freshwater cross necklace   
 A subtle marriage of beauty and faith. Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 N2178   Adjusts    16"-18"    $49 
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Jewelry that’s as 
versatile as you are.

So many places to go; so many 
pieces to own! Isn't it time you 
showed up fashionably great?

 a  |   big dreamer necklace   
  The bigger the better when it comes to 
accessories. Sterling Silver. 

 N2727    16"    length   $89 

 b  |   radiate earrings   
  You’ll have no problem attracting attention 
in these radiant Earrings. Copper, Brass, 
Agate, Pearl, Pyrite, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 W2420   2½"    length   $64 

 c  |   starburst ring   
  Soak up the fun. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling 
Silver. 

 R2762    Whole sizes   5-11   $114 

 d  |   modernista cuff  
  An instant classic, straight out of a 
museum and onto your oh-so-stylish 
wrist. Sterling Silver. 

 B2440   2½"    diameter   $299 

casual | Fun on the run.



office | Professional and pretty.casual | Fun on the run. evening | Out on the town.

shine.endless ways to 

  Items on model are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!     21
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b | blue pool earrings 
Your “something blue” for your everyday love. Glass, 
Sterling Silver.

W2177  1" length $52

c | light the way earrings 
See yourself in a whole new light. Pearl, Sterling Silver.

W0922  1½" length $29

d | free falling earrings 
This waterfall of silver will make a splash. Sterling Silver.

W2299  2" length $49

e | charisma earrings 
Dripping with shimmery stones. Simply stunning. Shell, 
Brass, Glass, Sterling Silver.

W2426  2¼" length $64

f | seychelles earrings 
These sea foam beauties raise the style bar. Glass, 
Sterling Silver.

W2457  1½" length $59

WEAR IT. SHARE IT. SELL IT.
Buy jewelry, host a Party or become a Rep. 
Three fabulous ways to love Silpada!  
SEE PAGES 60-61.

A  |  Stop ’em in their tracks™ Earring Backs. 
Set of 12 pairs. One size fits most.

W2200   $3

EARRING BACKS

22     All Earrings featured on these pages are 100% true to size.
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l | wind chime earrings 
�ere’s nothing like the so� sound of jingling Earrings. Brass, 
Sterling Silver.

W2778  2¼" length $49

g | sultry earrings 
Set your beauty ablaze with these exotic Earrings. Brass, 
Sterling Silver.

W2239  2" length $59

h | sea and sky earrings 
Fresh colors only nature could create. Perfect with jeans and 
a white tee. Howlite, Quartzite, Glass, Sterling Silver.

W2359  2¼" length $56

i | joyful gathering earrings 
Capture the crowd’s attention in these stunners. Pearl, Brass, 
Copper, Glass, Sterling Silver.

W2443  3" length $59

j | natural glow earrings 
The organic shape and movement of these Earrings will always 
grab attention. You’ll love that. Shell, Brass, Sterling Silver.

W2458  2¼" length $69

k | raindrop earrings 
Drip. Drop. Wow. Cubic Zirconia, Clear Glass, Brass, Sterling 
Silver.

W2374  2" length $39
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layer envy.
Don’t be shy—love layers!

Layer a few Necklaces of varying 
lengths and textures for a quick 
hit of high-fashion drama at your 
neckline.

a |   bubble up necklace 
 Floating bubbles of Sterling Silver form one 
stylish Necklace. 

 N2148   38"   length   $199 

b |   great lengths necklace 

 � e perfect layering piece in a bevy of beautiful colors. 
Bronzite, Howlite, Sterling Silver. 

 N2396   36"   length   $59 

 c  |   oh-so-pretty necklace   
  Light, fun and goes with everything. Pearl, 
Quartzite, Rock Crystal, Silk Cord, Sterling Silver. 

 N2108    28"    length   $99 

 d  |   fresh catch necklace   
  Hand-twisted, oxidized Sterling Silver gives 
this Pearl beauty high style. 

 N1368    32"    length   $79 

e |   everlasting necklace   
  Forever fascinating in its multiplicity. Various 
Chains hang on a Suede Cord. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2302    28"    length   $299 

 f  |   sterling chic necklace   
  A substantial Snake Chain provides the perfect 
path for a sliding hammered ball. Sterling Silver. 

 N2416   Adjusts    16"-16½"    $249 

 g  |   stormy cove necklace   
  A stormy, shimmering sea is captured forever 
in this Necklace. Sterling Silver. 

 N2446    38"    length   $219 

 h  |   scattered stars necklace  
  This gem of a Necklace holds its own galaxy 
of gleaming Cubic Zirconia. Sterling Silver. 
Doubles nicely. 

 N2152    32"    length   $99 
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accessories.armed with 

d | paper chain bracelet 
In�nitely more fun than the original. Jade, Sterling Silver.

B1217  8½" length $94

a | rich abundance bracelet 
You’ll feel luxurious every time you wear this 
opulent Sterling Silver Bracelet.

B2414  7½" length $119

b | go gorgeous bracelet 
Perfect with everything. So much so, you may never 
want to take it off ! Sterling Silver. Box Clasp.

B1452  7½" length $249

c | spread love bracelet 
A Bracelet a�er your own heart. Sterling Silver.

B1701  7½" length $79

26     Items on models are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!
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e  |  silver rush bracelet   
 So much silver and so many places to wear it. 
Lightweight Sterling Silver. Toggle Clasp. 

 B2709   Adjusts   7½"-8½"    $199 

“Each piece of Silpada 
jewelry has its own 
personality—fi nd yours.” 

bonnie and teresa  
silpada co-founders

accessories.
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 a  |   moroccan sunset 
necklace   

  The spicy red-orange hues will set your 
style ablaze. Silk Cord, Aventurine, Pearl, 
Agate, Quartzite, Copper, Sterling Silver. 

 N2453   18"    length   $59 

 b  |   double halo necklace   
  A heavenly union of Bronze, Sterling Silver 
and brilliant Howlite. You angel, you. 

 N1804   Adjusts   18"-20"     $129  

 c  |    the cardinal rule 
necklace  

 Style rules call for Coral jewels. Coral, 
Leather, Sterling Silver. 

 N0965   17"    length   $59 

28     All Necklaces featured on these pages are 100% true to size.
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d  |   oyster bay necklace   
 Handcrafted boho style in seascape hues. 
Mother-of-Pearl, Crystal, Glass, Brass, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2455    26"    length   $99 



Accessorize with something fresh and funky. 

� e Bohemian Collection de� nes hip, fun and 

out of the ordinary…hello, Miss Trendsetter! 

� e free spirit in you is sure to discover why 

this unconventional and adventurous style is a 

stroke of bohemian brilliance.

bohemian
collection

30 
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 c  |   fun-seeker necklace   
  The perfect pop-on-and-go Necklace. Sterling Silver. 

 N2720    16"    length   $49 

 b  |  fun-seeker earrings   
 Have a little fun with these Earrings. Sterling Silver. 

 W2772    2"    length   $49 

a  |   take the reins necklace   
 Let this Necklace show you the ropes of style. Sterling Silver. 

 N2261   Adjusts    20"-22"    $124 

 d  |  swan dive earrings  
  Behold...modern art for your ears. Sterling Silver 
with reconstructed Turquoise droplets. 

 W2132    2¼"    length   $69 
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32     Live up to your style potential!
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 f  |   aqua grace necklace  
  The perfect summery Necklace (all year long!). Howlite, 
Pearl, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2326    20"    length   $99 

 g  |  legacy ring   
  Details worth sharing for years to come. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 R2787    Whole sizes    5-11   $109 

e  |   great lengths necklace   
 The perfect layering piece in a bevy of beautiful colors. 
Bronzite, Howlite, Sterling Silver. 

 N2396    36"    length   $59 

All the buzz will be about you when wearing this 
sassy stunner. SEE PAGE 125.

GETCHARMED!
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MIX
MATCH

& Try mixing in some Sterling classics for a look 
that’s all your own.
SEE PAGES 10-11.

 a  |   perfectly quirky bangle   
  It’s a little edgy and easy to love. Bunch it with our other 
Bangles for even more fun. Sterling Silver. 

 B2279    2½"    diameter   $139  (each)

 b  |   starlight necklace   
  We caught a falling star and put it on this Necklace. 
Lucky you. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2335    16"    length   $29 

34     Your style is worth sharing!
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d  |  marquessa necklace   
 The ornate filigree of this Necklace evokes a sense 
of timeless regality. Smoky Quartz, Sterling Silver. 

 N2331    36"    length   $199 

c  |   fontainebleau necklace   
 Textures and hues join together in a spray of amazing style. 
Kyanite, Quartzite, Shell, Brass, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2437    30"    length   $139 

 e  |  that’s a wrap watch   
  Give your look a timeless finishing touch. 
Leather, Stainless Steel back plate. 

 T1896    15¼"    length    $119  
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 a  |   indigo mood necklace   
 Like an ink drop falling from a fountain pen 
and surrounded by its own splashes. Seed Beads, 
Quartzite, Shell, Sterling Silver. 

 N2227    22"    length   $69 

 b  |  triplicity earrings   
  How can three little discs have so much fun? 
Sterling Silver. 

 W2764    1"    length   $24 

 c  |   watercolors bracelet   
  A peaceful palette of blues to lift your mood—
and attract onlookers. Magnesite, Glass, Quartz, 
Pearl, Shell, Sterling Silver. Toggle Clasp. 

 B2240   9"    length   $99 

 d  |  subtle breeze earrings   
  Picture these stylish Earrings gently brushing 
against the natural waves of your hair. Shell, 
Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2237   1¾"    length   $52 

36     Like what you see? Get it for free by hosting a Party!
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blues.cool down with true

MIX
MATCH

& Add a picture of that special someone 
to the Laurel Locket Necklace or add 
their initials with our Charm Collection. 
SEE PAGES 120-127.

 f  |   laurel locket necklace   
  Take first place in style with this lovely Locket 
Necklace. Sterling Silver. 

 N2742    30"    length   $299 

e  |   watercolors necklace   
 Indigo tones paint a pleasant picture. Obsidian, Agate, 
Brass, Magnesite, Quartzite, Sterling Silver. 

 N2228    28"    length   $139 
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a  |   magnificent mile necklace  
 Imagine how many ways you can wear this luscious Necklace. 
The possibilities are endless. Copper, Pearl, Brass Beads, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N1993    60"    length   $99 

 d  |   treasure trove bracelet   
 Every maiden’s pick. Bronze, Copper, Quartzite, Pyrite, Sterling 
Silver. 

 B2712   8½"    length   $259 

 c  |   tassel necklace   
 Expect second glances when wearing this Necklace, complete with 
statement-making Chains. Glass, Pearl, Brass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2425   30"    length   $299 

 b  |  go coastal necklace 
 � is Necklace gives you fresh-faced style. Pearl, Brass, Sterling Silver. 

 N1894   Adjusts   17"-19"   $64 

38     Silpada Reps are your go-to girls for fashion.
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sun.look at you stun in the 

a  |  fiesta fun necklace   
 Infuse fun into your day. Shell, Coral, Seed Beads, Sterling Silver. 

 N1563   Adjusts    16"-18"    $96 

 c  |   tuscan sun stretch bracelets  
  Cutest things under the sun. Coral, Pearl, Shell, Sterling Silver. 

 B1695    7¼"    length   $69 

 b  |   the cardinal rule earrings   
  Adorn your lobes with these highly spirited Earrings. Coral, 
Sterling Silver. 

 W1982    1¾"    length   $46 

WEAR IT. SHARE IT. SELL IT.
Buy jewelry, host a Party or become a Rep. 
Three fabulous ways to love Silpada!
SEE PAGES 60-61.

40     Silpada Jewelry—fun, fabulous and totally you.
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e  |    fiery personality 
pendant  

 Paint the town red with this double-sided 
Pendant! Coral, Sterling Silver. (Necklace sold 
separately.) 

 S2272    1½"    length   $54 

d  |  timeless necklace 
 Uniquely Silpada. Distinctly you. Link-style 
Necklace. Sterling Silver. (Pendant sold 
separately.) 

 N2786    18"    length   $69 

f  |   rhyannon necklace   
 How magically medieval is this look? Pearl, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2327    16"    length   $99 

g  |   rugged pearls bracelet   
 Take a break from tradition. Pearl, Cord, 
Sterling Silver. Adjustable Sliding Clasp. 

 B2424    10"    length   $39 
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N2425
A CLOSER LOOK
The reverse side of this fi ery Pendant 
features intricate Sterling Silver detail.
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42     Make every day a stylish one.
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MIX
MATCH

& Love the look of these natural 
stones? Check out our breezy 
blues too! SEE PAGES 36-37.
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a  |   heat wave necklace   
 Layers beautifully! Tiger’s Eye, Agate, Pyrite, 
Ceramic, Magnesite, Copper, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2419    20"    length   $129 

b  |  heat wave stretch bracelet   
 Chunky cool. Tiger’s Eye, Agate, Pyrite, Glass, Brass, 
Copper, Sterling Silver. 

 B2449    7"    length   $99 

c  |   happy saturday bracelet   
 The sight of this Bracelet makes you happy! 
Aventurine, Agate, Ceramic, Quartzite, Cord, 
Sterling Silver. Adjustable Sliding Clasp. 

 B2452   10"    length   $32 

d  |   lively bunch necklace  
 Go long and go bold. Pyrite, Agate, Pearl, 
Aventurine, Glass, Brass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2422   38"    length   $89 

e  |   spice box necklace   
 Rich accents and lively stones warm up everything. 
Tiger’s Eye, Shell, Coral, Quartzite, Agate, Aventurine, 
Pyrite, Pearl, Brass, Copper, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2421    50"    length   $99 

f  |   champagne toast earrings   
 Embrace the elegance of these ’40s Hollywood-style 
Earrings. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2276    1"    length   $32 
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 a  |    fields of lavender 
necklace   

  You can almost smell the sweetness. Amethyst, 
Shell, Glass, Pearl, Pyrite, Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. Adjustable Sliding Clasp. 

 N2730   Adjusts    22"-38"    $99 

 b  |  treasure chest necklace  
  A rustic, multi-strand assortment of stones. 
Brass, Pearl, Glass, Labradorite, Sterling Silver. 

 N2224   18"    length   $94 

 c  |  button up bracelet   
  Cute as a...you get the picture. Leather, 
Sterling Silver. Adjustable Sliding Clasp. 

 B2012    9½"    length   $82 

 d  |   prairie girl earrings   
  Rich and rustic with a look that reveals your 
adventurous soul. Leather, Sterling Silver. 

 W2179    2¼"    length   $36 

44     Items on model are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!
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 a  |   glowing review necklace   
 Lighten up your look. Amethyst, Sterling Silver. 

 N2350   16"    length   $34 

 b  |  frosted glass earrings   
  Cool periwinkle, even cooler etchings. Shell, 
Amethyst, Brass, Sterling Silver. 

 W2247   2½"    length   $64 

 c  |    stonecrafter’s stretch 
bracelet   

  Beautiful hues line up four deep in this Stretch 
Bracelet, held together by a stunning disc. Brass, Agate, 
Amethyst, Quartzite, Shell, Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 B2223   7"    length   $129 

 d  |   canyon stretch bracelet   
  Hike a canyon at sunset or wear this Bracelet. Either 
way, you’ll appreciate the colorful view. Amethyst, 
Feldspar, Pearl, Quartzite, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 B2085    8"    length   $89 

“Hosting a Silpada Party 
is so simple and fun. The 
jewelry lends more than 
enough entertainment to 
any get-together!”
linda h. | hostess, oklahoma 
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46     Your style is worth sharing!
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style.soft color, bold 

f  |   sweet trinket necklace   
 Like an over� owing jewelry box, there’s a little bit of everything on 
this Cord Necklace. Iolite, Glass, Amethyst, Sterling Silver. 

 N2330    18"    length   $84 

 g  |  mélange necklace   
  For the woman who likes to mix it up, this distinctive Necklace 
delivers. Amethyst, Pearl, etched Glass, Brass, Shell, Sterling Silver. 

 N2246   45"    length   $139 
Original and on-trend…lucky you! SEE PAGE 125.

GETCHARMED!

e   |   it’s electric necklace   
 Glittering. Gleaming. Gorgeous. Drusy, Hematite, Cubic 
Zirconia, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2729    26"    length   $89 
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 a  |  hearts aflutter necklace   
  Your heart will skip a beat in this beauty. Cubic 
Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2715   16"    length   $36 

Silpada’s cool and casual pieces can take your look from 
simple to stellar. Mix and match these dainty dazzlers 
with your go-to pieces for an added dose of glam.

b |  triplette necklace 
 A new take on the solitaire stone, and three times as 
elegant. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2337   16"   length   $24 

c |  center stage necklace 
 Be honest—sometimes you just have to be in the 
spotlight. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2380   Adjusts   16"-18"   $64 

statement.dainty jewelry, big 

48     No harm in adding a little charm. See pages 120-127.

“The Center Stage Necklace 
has a little bit of me in it—CZ! 
I love glitz that still goes with 
my tees!”

constance zimmer | actress, “entourage”

d |  le circlette necklace 
 You can wear this Necklace no matter what you have 
on—or where you go. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 N2445   16"   length   $36 
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f | crown jewel studs 
Sure they’re fit for a princess—you! Cubic 
Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

P2381    $46

g | petite peridot earrings 
Nuggets of splendor decorate your ears. Peridot, 
Sterling Silver.

P1401    $28

k | noble earrings 
Rise to any occasion with these princess-cut Earrings. 
Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

P1304    $19

i | simply the best earrings 
�e best just got better with these classic Pearl and 
Sterling Silver Earrings.

P2403    $19

h | le circlette earrings 
Accentuate the positive! These Earrings make for 
great style. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

P2447    $29

j | hearts aflutter earrings 
Your smile will show how much you love these 
Earrings. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

P2743    $24

e | mirror ball studs 
Get your razzle-dazzle on with these gorgeous, 
high-glamour beauties. Swarovski™ Crystal, 
Sterling Silver.

P2357    $29

l | triplette earrings 
�ree perfect stones re�ect your e�ortless beauty. 
Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

P2395    $22

constance zimmer | actress, “entourage”
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everyday

Hello, pretty lady!

Whether you party down or dress 
up, Silpada Jewelry is your go-to 
glam for chic style ’round the clock.

casual | E� ortless.

 a  |    joyful gathering 
necklace   

  Effortless style at your neckline. Carnelian, 
Pyrite, Crystal, Brass, Quartz, Shell, Pearl, 
Glass, Cord, Sterling Silver. 

 N2441    22"    length   $119 

 b  |   fresh-squeezed earrings   
  When life hands you lemons…wear these 
Earrings! Citrine, Sterling Silver. 

 W2782   1¾"    length   $69 

 c  |   harmony ring  
  Unified in perfect harmony. Cubic Zirconia, 
Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 R2759    Whole sizes    5-11   $89 

 d  |   treasure trove bracelet  
 Every maiden’s pick. Bronze, Copper, Quartzite, 
Pyrite, Sterling Silver. 

 B2712   8½"   length   $259 

50     



extraordinaire.everyday

office | Jewelry that works overtime.casual | E� ortless. evening | From desk to dinner.

   Items on model are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!    51
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b | villa ring 
Leave a legacy of luxe. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver.

R2751  Whole sizes 5-11 $59

a | fern leaf ring 
�is etched Black Lip Shell will elicit “oohs” 
and “aahs.” Sterling Silver.

R2389  Whole sizes 5-11 $89

d | wine flight ring 
A toast to taste. Hematite, Quartz, Cubic 
Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

R2206  Whole sizes 5-11 $69

e | regal ring 
This dramatic Ring could have easily been 
worn by a beautiful medieval princess. 
Carnelian, Brass, Sterling Silver.

R2451  Whole sizes 5-11 $79

f | timber ring 
A modern masterpiece with a nod to Mother 
Earth. Bronze, Sterling Silver.

R2417  Whole sizes 5-11 $79

c | modern history ring 
Good taste is always in style. Copper, 
Sterling Silver.

R2756  Whole sizes 5-11 $69

52     Like what you see? Get it for free by hosting a Party!
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l | have a ball ring 
Let the good times roll. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver.

R2752  Whole sizes 5-11 $49

g | blacktop swirl ring 
Drama in three layers. Black Agate under a 
pierced square and swirled top. Sterling Silver.

R2390  Whole sizes 5-11 $82

h | beehive ring 
Honey, you de�nitely need this Ring! 
Swarovski™ Crystal, Sterling Silver.

R2288  Whole sizes 5-11 $59

i | hammered cuff ring 
Need a confidence boost? Flash this 
substantial Ring around the office. 
Sterling Silver.

R0723  Whole sizes 5-11 $49

j | twirl ring 
Spinning wheels of Brass surprise and 
delight. Sterling Silver.

R2293  Whole sizes 5-11 $104

k | abstract ring 
A masterpiece. Each Ring is a bit different 
than the next. Agate, Sterling Silver.

R2761  Whole sizes 5-11 $104



layering:
a how-to guide

alexandra
layering expert, california

Don’t be afraid to combine various 
textures and finishes of Sterling 
Silver to create a look that 
matches your bold personality.

alexandra is wearing:  
 N2334  (page  12 ),  N2305  (page  14 ),  N2302  (page  24 ), 
5 of  R2063  (page  62 ),  W2367  (page  71 ),  R2208  (page  76 ), 
 N2731  (page  88 ),  B2460  (page  91 ),  B2713  (page  98 ).

perfect for layering:

 lasting impression necklace 
(page  88 )

You get to create your own look with Silpada Jewelry because the pieces are easy to mix and 

match to suit your own personal style. So, have fun! And, if you need a little inspiration, check 

out our fabulous layering how-to guide!

layering expert

54     Items on models are featured throughout the catalog. Happy shopping!

alexandra is wearing:  
 N2334  (page  12 ),  N2305  (page  14 ),  N2302  (page  24 ), 
5 of  R2063  (page  62 ),  W2367  (page  71 ),  R2208  (page  76 ), 

perfect for layering:

 lasting impression necklace 
(page  88 )
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a how-to guide

layering enthusiast, georgia

sasha

Many Silpada Necklaces can be worn long or 
doubled…giving you a versatile (and classy!) 
jewelry collection. Don’t forget, you can never 
go wrong by adding a pop of color to a 
mixed-metal look.

sasha is wearing:  
 R2456  (page  6 ),  W2778  (page  23 ),  B1217  (page  26 ),  N2455  (page  29 ), 
 N2461  (page  57 ),  B2708  (page  90 ),  B2706  (page  112 ).

must-have piece: 

 caspian sea ring 
(page  6 )

layering novice, new york

emily

There’s no wrong way to layer! Even our 
smaller items can give you a big look when 
paired with Sterling Silver accent pieces.

emily is wearing:  
 N2729  (page  47 ),  B2185  (page  82 ),  R1158  (page  83 ),  B2320  (page  84 ), 
 W2776  (page  109 ),  N2733  (page  109 ),  R2001  (page  116 ),  B2469  (page  120 ), 
 C2593  (page  125 ).

great silpada staple:

 haiku bracelet trio 
(page  82 )

layering enthusiast

layering novice

sasha is wearing:  

great silpada staple:

 haiku bracelet trio 
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 a  |   willow bangle   
 Wonderfully stackable, this Bangle looks great 
in multiples or layered with chunky Bracelets. 
Sterling Silver. 

 B2428    2½"    diameter   $99  (each)

 c  |   blue cove ring   
  A serene stunner. Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 R2387    Whole sizes    5-11   $96 

 b  |  bronzed rose necklace   
  Two metals converge for one remarkably rosy 
result. Bronze, Sterling Silver. 

 N2430    26"    length   $79 
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56     Silpada Jewelry...easy to order, easy to love. 
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 d  |   evening tide earrings   
  Drama in a delicate setting works beautifully at 
nightfall. Glass, Quartzite, Sterling Silver. 

 W2435    1½"    length   $29 

 e  |   olivia necklace   
 Dainty, yet perfectly punctuated. Quartzite, Shell, 
Larvikite, Kyanite, Glass, Brass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2461    60"    length   $99 

g  |   inner circles necklace   
 Take two metals, think concentrically. Brass, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2296   16"    length   $52 

f  |   simple delight earrings   
 Have a ball discovering all the ways you can wear 
these. Sterling Silver. 

 W0718    1"    length   $39 

MIX
MATCH

& Extend your style by adding a 
Necklace Extender. 
SEE PAGE 89.
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So. Much. Fun. What a hoot!  
SEE PAGE 125.

GETCHARMED!

a-c |  your most wearable necklaces  
� ese are the styles that will stay on your neck no matter what you 
wear—or where you go. � ey play nicely with just about any other 
jewelry you put on thanks to their simple, timeless elegance. Cubic 
Zirconia, Sterling Silver.

A  N2445   16"    length   $36   (Le Circlette)
B   N2337    16"    length   $24   (Triplette)
C  N2290   16"    length   $36   (Orbiting Moon)

d-f |  symbol bracelets  
� ese adorable, colorful cord Bracelets and their fun Charms are all 
the rage. How many you wear at once is limited only by your arm 
length! Adjustable Sliding Clasp. Sterling Silver.

D  B2317   8¾"    length   $18   (Orbiting Moon*)
E  B2316    8¾"    length   $18   (Dream Sign)
F  B2318    8¾"    length   $32   (Starlight*)

*� e Orbiting Moon and Starlight Bracelets contain Cubic Zirconia.

 g  |  wandering ivy earrings   
  Wearing these lovely Earrings proves your fashion sense is 
timeless. Chalcedony, Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2459    2"    length   $64 

58     Make every day a stylish one.
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 h  |    charmed, i’m sure earrings   
  We designed these for maximum swing whenever 
you move. Pearl, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 W2370    1½"    length   $29 

 i  |    charmed, i’m sure necklace   
  Three little charms have such big impact. Pearl, 
Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2336    16"    length   $39 

 j  |   dream chain necklace  
  Send a message about the kind of woman you 
are. Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 N2402    16"    length   $36 

 k  |   loop d’ loop necklace  
  Three sweet beads are all caught up inside silver 
circles. Quartzite, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2345   16"    length   $39 

 l  |  sweet circles necklace   
  Entwined circles create a simple yet stunning 
piece. Sterling Silver. 

 N2297    16"    length   $49 

 m  |   orbiting moon earrings  
  You asked for the moon. We happily obliged. 
Quartz, Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2369    1¼"    length   $17 

 n  |   poppy earrings   
 � ese blooming Earrings will look fresh with just 
about anything in your closet. Sterling Silver. 

 W2379    1¼"    length   $22 
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live life in style.

Share your Silpada style with your girlfriends by hosting 
a Party and earn a Sterling shopping spree...for free!

Hostess rewards may not be used for shipping and 
handling or taxes.

free jewelry
Earn up to 30% of Party retail sales!

half-priced item
50% o�  one piece with a quali� ed* Party!

free standard shipping
Pay no shipping and handling on your Hostess 
free jewelry order.†

direct delivery
No hassle for you and your Guests!

hostess referral bonus
Earn $25, $50, $100 or more in free jewelry‡ 
when you refer your friends to host a quali� ed§ 
Party! � e more you refer, the more you earn.
‡ Free jewelry certi� cates must be redeemed exclusively through your 
Representative. Sales tax applies. 
§  A quali� ed Party has a minimum of $500 in retail sales � om 10 or more 
buying Guests, and is submitted within 90 days of the original Party.

*A quali� ed Party has a minimum of $500 in retail sales � om 10 or more buying Guests.
†Express shipping available for additional cost.

^Hostess rewards vary for Parties with retail sales 
totaling less than $500.
+Based on Silpada’s National Home Party Average.

share it.

hostess free jewelry—representative immediate profi t

Party Total
Retail Sales^:

Hostess Free
Jewelry Credit:

Representative
Income:

$600 

$450

$300

$150

$600 

$450

$300

$150

$2,000 

$1,500

$1,000+

$500

Co-founders Bonnie and Teresa create unique designs 
found exclusively at Silpada. � ere’s truly something for 
everyone. So, pick out the pieces you love and wear them 
with pride, knowing you’re one of a kind!

wear it.

$300 Average + Hostess free jewelr y

®
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sell it.

lifetime replacement policy
An item may be returned for replacement due to a manufacturer’s defect 
with accompanying original receipt proof-of-purchase. A returned piece 
will be replaced with the same item. If the item is not available, the 
Customer may choose another item(s) of equal or greater value. If an 
item(s) of greater value is selected, the retail di�erence and applicable 
sales tax are required. �e guarantee does not cover normal wear and tear, 
Safety Chains, Watch Bands, Watch Crystals and Watch Batteries. Slight 
irregularities or variations in silversmith work and Leather or in natural 
stone colors and inclusions are characteristic of product uniqueness and 
individual handcra�smanship and should not be considered defects.

exchange & refund policy
Within 60 days of product purchase, an item may be returned for 
exchange or refund with accompanying original receipt proof-of-
purchase, provided the item is returned in new condition. If an item 
is returned in exchange for an item(s) of greater value, the retail 
di�erence and applicable sales tax are required. Shipping charges are 
non-refundable.

return procedures
Please contact your independent Silpada Designs Representative for 
return authorization. 

sell it three ways:
1. At jewelry Parties

2. To individual Customers

3.  On your personalized  
FREE website

Ring Sizing

product sizing information

Match a circle with the inside of one of your 
Rings to �nd your size.

Items featured in this catalog are not actual size. All measurements are approximate.

SIZE 5 
15.7 mm

SIZE 6 
16.5 mm

SIZE 7 
17.3 mm

SIZE 8 
18.1 mm

SIZE 9 
19.0 mm

SIZE 10 
19.8 mm

SIZE 11 
20.6 mm

Silpada Designs products are handcra�ed from the �nest .925 Sterling 
Silver and semi-precious, composite and man-made materials available,
and we subscribe to the highest standards of excellence in cra�smanship. 
Most of our designs are proprietary or exclusive to Silpada Designs.

Contact the Representative on the back of this catalog when you are ready to wear it, share it or sell it!

silpada designs

quality
assurance guarantee

freedom
Set your own hours and schedule.

profit
Earn $300 when you hold an 
average+ Party. Develop a Silpada 
Team and earn even more.  

rewards
World-class training helps you earn  
free jewelry and luxurious trips.
+Based on our national Home Party retail average of $1,000.

Start your own home-based jewelry business. If you can wear it, you can sell it!

get it.

 Get started for just $199 
AND RECEIVE  

a three-piece jewelry set!

BONUS 
OFFER
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 a  |  quick wit necklace   
 Bold style brings fearless fun. Explore your 
options. Pearl, Glass, Sterling Silver. 

 N2724    20"   length   $69 

 b  |   precious metal earrings   
  Metallic is the new neutral. Brass, Glass, 
Sterling Silver. 

 W2766   1¾"    length   $26 

 c  |    cubic zirconia 
roundabout ring   

 For max impact, wear this little show-o�  stacked 
with other Rings. Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 R2063    Whole sizes    5-11   $28  (each)

 d  |   futuristic earrings   
  Take your style to infinity and beyond. Brass, 
Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 W2394    1½"    length   $26 

62     Live up to your style potential!
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e  |   infinity necklace   
 The sparkle and shine on this delicate Necklace are infinite. 
That’s what we call never-ending gorgeous. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2153   Adjusts    16"-18"    $69 

f  |  take a bow bracelet   
 Steal the show like a prima ballerina. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 B2703    Adjusts   7½"-8"    $79 

 g  |   uptown ring   
 Perfect for a New York kind of night. Cubic Zirconia, 
Sterling Silver. 

 R0981    Whole sizes    5-11   $59 

 h  |  “be true” statement ring   
  Ah, the power of the unspoken word. This meaningful Ring 
quietly suggests “Be true to your dreams...”. Sterling Silver. 

 R1820    Whole sizes    5-11   $76 

 i  |   elizabeth ring   
  Fit for a queen! Cubic Zirconia, Sterling Silver. 

 R0836    Whole sizes    5-11   $54 
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 a  |   bronze age necklace   
 A dramatic showstopper. Bronzite, Leather, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N2014   Adjusts    18"-20"    $49 

 b  |   boardwalk necklace   
 Made for creamy linen shirts or boatneck 
tops. Quartz, Pearl, Shell, carved 
Mother-of-Pearl, Sterling Silver. 

 N2098   Adjusts   18"-20"    $99 

 c  |    amber waves pendant 
necklace  

  Rich, deep amber-colored Glass tops an 
etched Shell, Sterling Silver and Brass 
Necklace. Toggle Clasp. 

 N2230    18"    length   $94 

64     All Necklaces featured on this page are 100% true to size.
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d  |   stormy night necklace   
 High drama on a Beaded Cord. Chalcedony, 
Sterling Silver. 

 N1895   Adjusts    17"-19"    $89 




